
Tool Time
Trail Maintenance volunteers get their pick of all sorts of cool tools
By Chris Bell

First timers who volunteer for their
first work party often ask what tools
they should bring:  “I have a chain
saw, can I bring it?”

Well, actually, no. The Forest
Service allows only certified operators
to use a chain saw, and only in limited
places. Especially not in designated
Wilderness areas.  Another person
volunteered a portable generator with
which to run power tools.  On a
volunteer work party, that doesn’t
work either.

Washington Trails Association
provides all of the tools used on a trail
maintenance work party. The basic
tools are the lopper, Pulaski, shovel
(scraper), grub hoe and McLeod.  In
addition, you will occasionally see a
pick-mattock, bow saw, folding saw,

drill and bit, draw knife, come-along,
rock bar, sledge hammer, and wheel-
barrow at a work site, depending upon
the complexity of the project.  With
these tools the trails are maintained,
new trails constructed and bridges
built.  So let me tell you about the
basic tools used on a volunteer trail
maintenance crew.

Lopper

Each work party starts with a safety
briefing, and includes a demonstration
of the tools that will be used that day.
The lopper is one of the more com-
mon tools, since it is the means by
which encroaching brush is cut back,
protruding tree limbs severed and
offending roots eradicated. Generally
heftier than the common garden

loppers, with longer handles that
provide greater leverage, volunteers
are asked not to cut anything larger
than their thumbs—and especially not
their thumbs.

Can you hurt yourself using the
lopper?  Sure, if your name is Greg
Ball, and you are the Director of
Operations of this organization.  Last
year Greg demonstrated how to strain
a pectoral muscle by reefing too hard
on the handles, and ended up in a
local emergency room.  But notwith-
standing Greg’s misfortune, the use of
the tool is not generally fraught with
significant risk of injury. It is often the
tool of choice for active hikers whose
memories of fighting through salmon-
berry on a rainy day have left a
compulsion to kill every green stalk
within five feet of the trail.

Pulaski

After the safety briefing and
demonstration of tool use, volunteers
are asked to take two tools of their
choice and start up the trail.  This is
the moment when an astute crew
leader can tell which volunteers have
an aberrant chromosome.  Inevitably
the person that thrives on whacking an
axe blade into roots buried in the
ground or attacking defenseless trees
lying across the trail will inevitably
grab the Pulaski.  The younger the
volunteer, the greater the likelihood of
mayhem.  The observant crew leader
simply takes it all in stride and tries to
figure out how to avoid what havoc
might follow.

The Pulaski is a combination of axe
and adze originally welded together at
the turn of the 20th century by Ed
Pulaski, a firefighter who was tired of
carrying around two tools (axe for
cutting and adze for scrapping soil)
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The lopper, used for brushing out trails, is a bushwhacker’s best friend.



when he could have both for the price
of one.  With the axe end, roots can be
chopped out and small tress cut down,
The other end, the adze, is used to
clear away soil.  It is the most common
fire-fighting tool, and can be a real
help to a trail maintenance crew.

As dangerous as it may seem to be,
the Pulaski has accounted for surpris-
ingly few injuries among Washington
Trails volunteers.  The only serious
accident occurred in camp, on a week-
long trip, when a volunteer was
chopping firewood.  He confused the
toe of his boot with a log. This has not
discouraged him from returning to
later work parties wearing a new pair
of boots.

Shovel (Scraper)

This is my favorite tool.  With the
shovel I can scrape away soil, dig out
rocks and cut brush.  The shovel found
at a Washington Trails work party
looks a bit different from your garden-
variety shovel.  The blade is more

pointed, the angle of the blade is
steeper and the sides are sharpened.
The Forest Service calls this tool a
scraper, a more noble nomenclature

than a simple shovel, and is used to
scrape away flammable debris when
building a fire line. I use it to lean on
when I am leading a work party.

At the start of each work party,
Greg Ball cautions that the shovel/
scraper is not to be used as a prying
device.  However ,the mighty Zeus of
the Forest Service land managers,
Rusty Thompson himself, has told me
that the scraper is the most effective
“prying” device available, next to the
rock bar.  I have demonstrated this
principle many times, and I can now
account for five broken handles.
Rusty, is it possible you said “praying”
device?

Grub Hoe

The grub hoe is a useful all-around
tool used on trail maintenance work
parties.  The adze is wider than what is
found on the Pulaski, and it is a
heavier tool.  Therefore it is more
effective as a soil-moving device.  The
back end is blunt, and can be used to
drive stakes or break apart rock.  Old
timers claim that this is the tool of
choice of the artisans.  Because the
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The multi-use Pulaski is great for chopping roots and moving soil.

Not your garden-variety shovel: the scraper isn’t glamorous, but it is effective.



handle is almost indestructible, it is
about the only tool Greg now trusts
me to use.

McCleod

The most unwieldy of the tools is
the McLeod, named after a misan-
thrope who wanted to build fire lines
in a hurry.  The tool looks like a huge
comb stuck on a stick.  One end of the
comb is a wide flat blade, used to
move a vast quantity of soil with each
pull.  The other end has six teeth, the
purpose of which I have never
discerned except that it makes a great
finishing device on new trail.  Because
it is heavy and cumbersome to carry,
the crew leader giving the safety
lecture often refers to the McCleod as
six sucking chest wounds on a stick
and in that way discourages the
volunteers from carrying it with the
teeth pointed upward in the event of a
fall.

This is the standard repertoire of
tools used on most work parties.  The
volunteers are encouraged to try them
all, and the swapping of tools by
consent or by surreptitious means is
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permitted.  This is one of the few
instances in which larceny is not a
crime.  All that counts is that the
volunteers end the day at the parking
lot with the same number of tools with
which they left.

While Washington Trails provides

the basic tools, there are situations
where a privileged few will bring their
own, depending upon the nature of
the project.  This is particularly true of
the retired engineers, like Ted
Wendel and his laser guided sighting
device, Joe Hofbeck and his magic
marker, and Jim Knoke who brings his
wife Loretta, to make sure that he is
properly fed on week-long trips.  But
the most popular privately owned tool
is the crosscut saw.

There is a cult of volunteers who
just love to saw trees that have fallen
across the trail.  Each year they travel
to the Darrington Ranger District, to
receive the blessing of the saw
goddess, Bridget Wisniewski.   The
Forest Service requires annual
certification before cutting fallen trees
and Bridget is the chief certifier.

Describing tools is not the most
exciting subject. Using the tools, on
the other hand, is great fun as evi-
denced by the many volunteers who
keep returning to work on trails in
Western Washington.  So here is your
opportunity to find out first hand what
these tools can do, and how you can
participate in maintaining our trails.

A volunteer demonstrates the proper use of a grub hoe, a sturdy soil-mover.

The six-toothed McCleod is great for finishing trail.


